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Abstract A new procedure for the analyses of finite deformations and stability of structures, based on a 
complementary energy principle and an associated hybrid-mixed finite element method, is presented. 
In this nrocedure, the description of kinematics is based on the wlar-decomuosition of the disulacement 
gradient into pure stretch r&d rigid rotation. The details of the proeedure~are illustrated through the 
problems of (i) post-buckling of a colwm, (ii) the elastica, and (iii) finite-displacements of a transversely 
loaded beam 

INTRODUCTION 

As discussed by Atluri and Murakawa [l], the most 
consistent and easily applicable development of a. 
complementary energy principle for &rite deformations 
is due to the late Fraeijs de Veubeke [Z]. Such a 
principle, involving both the first Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor as well as the point-wise rigid rotation 
tensor as variables, has been stated in [2] so as to 
govern the finite deformations of a compressible 
nonlinear elastic solid. Also discussed in [l] are con- 
tributions to the subject of complementary energy 
principles for finite elasticity due to Zubov, Koiter, 
Christoffersen, and others. Since the appearance of [l], 
the authors became aware of the work by Ogden [3] 
who d&ussed more critically the key element in the 
works of Zubov, and Koiter, namely, the invertibility 
of the relation between the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor and the displacement-gradient tensor. Odgen 

EGse relation 
emonstrates clearly the non-unique nature of this 

The concepts’of discretizing the equations of angular 
momentum balance through a complementary energy 
principle involving rigid rotations also as variables 
has been exploited by the authors in their studies related 
to incremental (rate) analyses of finite strain problems 
involving nonlinear elastic solids (compressible as 
well as incompressible), as well as elastic-plastic solids 
[4-93. All of the studies in [4-93 were limited to prob- 
lems of solids in plane stress/plane strain or of axisym- 
metric strain. In this paper we explore the concepts 
outlined in [l, Q-91 as they may be applied in the 
analysis of finite deformations and stability of struc- 
tural members such as beams, plates and shells wherein 
certain plausible deformation hypotheses of the well- 
known ‘Kirchhoff-Love” type are invoked. 

The case for the possible advantages of using a com- 
plementary energy approach to structural stability 
problems has been succinctly presented by Masur 
and Popelar [lo], and Koiter [l 1 J. The analyses pre- 
sented in [lo. 1 l] are, however, limited to the cases of 
bifurcation instability of beams/columns with irrota- 
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tional fundamental states (linear prebuckling states). 
In the present paper we consider, as an example, the 

general problem of finite deformation of a “one- 
dimensional” structural member undergoing arbitrarily 
large rotations but only moderate stretching The 
material is considered to be isotropic and semilinear 
i.e. exhibiting a linear relation between the stretch (0; 
engineering strain) tensor and the Jaumm stress (or 
equivalently, in the case of isotropy, the Lure of Biot 
stress) tensor. While the procedures presented herein 
may be directly extended to the cases of plates and 
shells, such extensions are not included here. 
We present here detailed results, and their dis- 

cussion, for the problems of (i) post-buckling of a 
column, (ii) the elastica, and (iii) large displacements of 
a transversely loaded beam. 

In the following we present, as a starting poin& a 
general variational principle for finite elasticity, analo- 
gous to the well-known Hu-Washizu principle of 
linear elasticity, involving the displacements, stretches, 
rotations, and the Grst Piola-Kirchhoff stresses, as 
variables. By incorporating appropriate “plausible” 
assumptions for a structural member, such as a beam, 
the above principle is specialized to the case of the 
rapective structural member. From this general 
principle an appropriate complementary energy prin- 
ciple, and an associated ‘hybrid-mixed” Gnite element 
method, are developed for the case of a beam. 

1. PRELIMINARIES AND A GENERAL VARIATIONAL 
PRINCIPLE 

We use a fixed rectangular Cartesian Coordinate 
system. We adopt the notation: Bold denotes a vector; 
bold italic denotes a second-order tensor: a= A * b 
implies that ai=A&,; .A * B denotes a product such 
that (A .B)i~~A@~~; (A:B)=A,B,; and U’ t=U,ti 

The position vector of a particle in the undeformed 
body is x = (x,e,) where e, are unit Cartesian bases, and 
the gradient operator V in the initial configuration is 
V = e,a/ax,. The position vector of the same particle in 
the deformed body is y and the corresponding gradient 
operator VN= e$/ayi. The deformation gradient tensor 
F is given by F=C~Y)~; Fi,,=.+=ayJax~. For non- 
singular F the polar-decomposttron, F = a. (I + h) exists, 
where (I + h) is a symmetric positive de&rite tensor cal- 
led the stretch tensor (with ) often bdirg called the en- I . 
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gineering strain tensor), I an identity tensor; and a an 
orthogonal rotatron tensor such that a*=a- ‘. The 
deformation tensor G is defined by G= FT. F = (I +hJ2. 
The Green-Lagrange stram tensor IS detined by 
g=l,2(G-Z)=~~2+2Zr)=1/2(e+eT+eT~e)whereeis 
the gradient of the displacement vector u(sy-x), i.e. 
e=(Vu)* such that ei, =u!,_. For our present purposes 
we introduce the stress measures: (i) the true (Cauchy) 
stress tensor, r, (ii) the Piola-Lagrange or the first Piola 
Kirchhoff stress tensor. t; (iii) and the Jaumann stress 
tensor (or what is also at times referred to as the sym- 
metrized Lure’ stress tensor or the symmetrized Biot 
stress tensor) r. As discussed in [ 11, and elsewhere, the 
relations between r, t and r are: 

t=J(F-1.r) (1) 
r= 1/2(t.a+aT.tT) (2) 

where F- ’ is the inverse of F, and .Z is the determinant 
of the Jacobian y,,_. As also discussed in [1], and else- 
where, r and r are symmetric, while t is in general an 
unsymmetric tensor. In the case of isotropic elastic 
materials, h, g and r become coaxial, and ‘the relation 
(2) becomes: 

r=t’a. (3) 

As discussed in detail in [ 11, a functional II@, h, a, t) 
whose stationary conditions are the field equations 
governing the finite deformation of a nonlinear elastic 
body can be stated as: 

nHw(u, h. a, t)= s {W(k)-pg~u+t*: [(Z+Vu)T 
VO 

-a.(Z+h)]du- 
s 

t.(U-ii)ds- 
s, s 

t.uds. (4) 
SC0 

The stretch h is required to be symmetric a priori, the 
rotation a is required to be orthogonal, a priori, and the 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses t must be allowed to be 
unsymmetric, a priori. In eqn (3), V, is the volume of the 
space occupied by the undeformed body; S, and S,, are, 
respectively, the surl&e.s where displacements and 
traction are prescribed; I+‘(h) is the strain energy 
density, per unit initial volume, as a function of the 
symmetric engineering strain tensor A ; g are body 
forces/unit mass; p is the mass density/unit initial 
volume; t = n . t are surface tractions, and superposed 
bar implies a prescribed quantity. The first variation 
of the functional in eqn (4) can be shown [l] to be: 

aw 
- 
ah 

- 1/2(t+a+a’.t’) 1 : 6h 

+[(I+Vu)*-a. (I+h)]: 6tT 
1 

dv 

- 
I 

(i-nt)duds- 
s 

Gt(u-ii) ds=o (5) 
.%O su0 

The vanishing of the above first variation leads to the 
following Euler-Lagrange equations from the usual 
arguments of calculus of variations: (i) the constitutive 
equation (corresponding to &); (ii) the linear momen- 
tum balance condition for t (corresponding to 6~); 
(iii) the angular momentum balance condition for r, 
viz. that (I+ h)ta= symmetric (due to the skew- 
symmetric nature of a’da, since z is required to be 
orthogonal a priori, such that a’.a=Z); (iv) the com- 
patibility condition between u. a and h (corresponding 

to 6r); (v) the traction at S,,, VIZ.. t = n t (corresponding 
to 6u at S,J; and (vi) the displacement boundary 
condition at S,, corresponding to dt at S,,. 

In the technical theory of beams. or plates. and shells. 
certain “plausible” approximations are introduced to 
reduce these problems. respectively. to one or two 
dimensional in nature from what may rigorously be 
classified as three-dimensional problems. It IS well- 
known that variational principles often provide a 
convenient way of deriving the field equations and 
consistent boundary conditions for these problems. 
One may systematically introduce “plausible” approxl- 
mations for the field variables in a functional. then the 
stationary conditions of the functronal yreld the rele- 
vant field equations and boundary conditions for the 
considered structural member. Thus. the “modus 
operandi” of the present procedure is to mtroduce 
certain approximations to II. h, a and t appearing in 
eqn (4) so that the relevant field equations for the 
structural problems of beams, plates, and shells may 
be derived from the stationary condition of the thus 
approximated functional xr,,+,. While this approach 
can be. systematically extended to the cases of plates 
and shells along the same general lines as indicated 
here, we present in the following the details of only 
the case of arbitrarily large deformations (charac- 
terized by large rotations and perhaps moderate 
stretches) of a beam. 

2. FINITE DEFORMATIONS OF A BEALM 

We consider, without loss of generality, an Initially 
straight rectangular beam (of a symmetrical cross 
section) as shown in Fig. 1, with material coordinates 
x1, x2. Coordinate xr is along the length of the beam. 
and x2 is in the depth-direction of the beam (x2=0 
being the mid-plane). We consider the beam to be of a 
unit width and consider deformation of the beam 
only in the x1x2 plane. 

The position vector of a parttcle on the mid-plane 
of the beam is denoted by x* = xlel. Upon deforma- 
tion. the same particle is located by the position vector. 
y*=x*+u*=(~, +ute, +rrfe2) (see Fig. I). The post- 
tion of an arbitrary point in the undeformed beam is 
denoted by the vector. x = x+ + .yzez. 

We invoke, in the present work, the Kirchhoff-Love 
hypothesis for the deformation of the beam, viz. the 
x2 lines of the undeformed beam remain normal to 
the deformed mid-plane and, moreover, remain un- 
stretched. Thus, the position vector of an arbitrary 
particle in the deformed beam is given by, 

y= y*+u,N (6) 

where N (see Fig. 1) 1s normal to the deformed mid- 
plane. Thus, the displacement of an arbitrary particle 
from the undeformed to the deformed state of the 
beam is given by: 

u=y-x=u*+(N-e,(x,=(u:e,+u$e,)+(N-e,)xz. 
(7) 

The base vectors at an arbitrary point in the deformed 
beam are given by: 

~y/dx,~y,,~G,=(d,~+u,.,)e,+N.,x~ (8) - 
y/Sx, EY.~ = G2 = N. 19) 
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Thus, in eqn (8), and throughout the remainder of the 
paper, the notation, ( ),1 a?( )/8x, is used. 

The deformation gradient tensor F can be represent- 
ed as: 

F=(Vy)*=Gle,+Ne,. (10) 

We consider here zlass of problems characterized 
by large rotation, but moderate stretches. For all 
defo~atio~ given by eqn (7) the material coordinates 
coincide with the principal axes of stretch, so the 
deformation of the beam may be decomposed into a 
pure stretch along the e, direction, followed by a rigid 
rotation. The stretch tensor Zi is thus, 

h=hllelef. (111 

From eqns (10) and (11) it is seen that, 

N=F*e,=[a*(Z+lr)].e,na.e,. (12) 

Using eqn (12), eqn (7) can be written as: 

u=(u~e~+~~e~)+(a-Z).e~x~ (M 

where 

u:=u,*(xI)(cI= 1.2). (13b) 

In the present case of moderate stretchg we assume 
that h(x,, x,) can be represented as: 

h,,(x,, xz)=(h+YCx,) (14) 

where h=Mx,) is the midplane stretch, and x=x(x1) is 
thecurvature strain. These arethe well-known engineer- 
ing measures of strain. Further, we assume plane- 
stress conditions in the beam and assume the first 
PioMCirchhoff stress tensor (i.e. stress measured/unit 
area in the undeformed codguration) to be represented 
by: 

r=r&e&B=1.2) (15) 

where 

t.fl= t&l, x,). (16) 

Likewise, we assume the rigid rotation tensor SO be 
represented by: 

a = %VY (171 

where, under the present deformation assumptions, 

~ts,=a~,(x,) only. (18) 

The orthogonal tensor aav is represented convenient- 
ly in terms of the angle 6 (Fig. 1) as: 

[ 

cos 8; sin 6 
cl&= 

-sin& 1 cos9 ’ (19) 

We assume the beam to be of a semi-linear isotropic 
material, such that the relation between the stretch h, 1 
and its conjugate stress measure, the Jaumann stress 
rllr is given by 

rz, =Ehll. f20) 

We assume the following system of externa1 tractions 
on the beam in general: 

at x,=OorL: t,,=Y”,,(x,); t,2=T,Z(~1). (21) 

The external forces distributed along the beam are 
assumed, without much loss of generality, to be speci- 
fied per unit length x1 along the midaxis of the beam to 
be g,==&l). Finally, the specified displacements at 
the ends of the beam are assumed to be: 

at x1 -0 or L: u1 = ii,( u2= I&(X,). (22) 

We assume that i& and iiz are compatible with the 
presentIy invoked hypotheses, such that: 

at xl=Oor L: i?,(x,)=ii:+cTi,,x,; 

a,=a:+(&,,-l)x2. (23) 

Even though the boundary conditions (21) and (23) 
are given in their general form, it is to be understood 
that at either end of the beam, either both the traction 
components-i, 1 andTI 2, or both displacements ii, and 
ii,, or one component of traction and a complementary 
component of displacement, such at t,, and C,, are 
assumed to be given. 

Su~tituting eqns (13H183 into eqn (41. we obtain. 
after some straightforward manipulations, that for a 
beam under the above discussed assumptions, 

n,du:, aY5, h, Ir t&&n&:. 16, h, X, 6 t.& 

E 
f 

J I, .XZ 

~~E(h+~x2fZ+tlI[(1+u,*.,l-(1+h)~se 

+x2 cm tie,, -x,] 
+t,,[u:.,+(l+h)sin8-~,sin8(8,,-x)]~ 

x dx,dx, 

x(sin0-sin_8)]+t,,(uf-ti;)+x, 

+X2(C0s 8-cos7)) dx, 
1 IL 

(or) 
0 

- TF &,(u:+xz sin 0) 
LJxz 

+7&f + x&cm fl - f )))dx, (or). 

(211 

It is ofinterest to note that only tl, and t12 enter the 
above energy expression, due to the nature of the 
presently assumed ddormation pattern. We now define 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress-resultants (T&) and stress- 
couples (IMaR) such that, 

Tl,= 
I 

rlldx,; T&= t,,dx:! 
x2 I =Q 

MI*= 
i 

tis,dx,; Mn= 
I t12~2 dx,. (22) 

x2 x1 

Accordingly, we define the prescribed equivalent 
stress-resultants and stress couples, at x, =0 or L, as 

With the d~nitions of eqns (22) and (23), eqn (211 
can be written as: 



+(Mll cm@-M,, sin&&,-X)J dx, 

-[T,,(u?- ii:)+ T,,(uz -ii:)+ M, ,(sin 0 -sin 0) 

+MIZ(cos 0-cosi3)]h(or) 

--[Tr,~:+Tt,a;+_@,, sine+ k,,b20se-l)]~(or) 

(24) 

where 

I= c x; dx,. 
JX2 

For convenience, we define new variable h4 and W 
as:t 

M=M,, costI-M,, sin 0 

W=M,, sin8+M,,cos0. (25) 

The thus transformed functional can be written as: 

x w(& u;, hX, 0, T, r, %, M W) 

= 
s 

L {~EA~~+~EI~~--~,~: 
0 

+~1,(1+4,, 4s e(i +h)j 

+T,I(u:,,+sin8(1+h))+M(B,,-X)}dx, 

-[T,,(lG-- 2if)+ T, 2(~; -u;)+ A4 sin (e -3) 

+ w(i -COS (8 --3))]i (or) 

-~l,~:+T~2~~+ici,1 sin e+M,,k0s 6-l)]k(or). 

(26) 

With a view to simplify the boundary conditions on 6 
and M, we consider the variation of the term (MB,,) in 
the integral and the corresponding terms at the bound- 
aries, in eqn (26) Thus, 

6 
III5 

“M!i$&xI -~Msm(8-B)+W(l -cos(e-B))]$(or) 

MT11 -cos(U-J))]; (or) 

-[St, sin e+iTi,,(c0s e-l)]tior) 
I 

= L6Me,, dw, - 
I I 

L hf,,6e dx, +[me]$t(and) 

-0yM sin ce-e,“,kf cos (e-ape 

+6w(l -COS (e-e))+wsin (e-B)se]%orl 

- [(fi 1, cos e - M i 2 sin &%];(or). (27) 

From the usual arguments of calculus of variations, 
the vanishing of the first variation in eqn (27) for 
arbitrary variations of allowable 6A4, aW and 66 at 
x t = 0 or L, leads simply to the boundary conditions, 

atx,=OorL: sin@-%Oorcos(tY--8)=1, 

i.e. e -3 (28a) 

and M=MI, cos 8-M,, sin 6 at x,=0 or L(28b) 

From eqns (27) and (28a, b) it can be observed that 
precisely the same boundary conditions, as in eqns (28a. 
b) follow even if the boundary terms in eqn (26) are 
s@htkd as in the following redefined functional: 

tFrom the definition of the Jaumann stress of Eq. (3), 
i.e. r.P=t,varD, and eqn (22). it is immediately seen that A4 
and W can be Identified as “Jaumann stress-couples”, 

defined by M = rIIxz dx,, and W= r,*xz dx?. 

bath:, 4, h, X, 0. T,,. q2. M) 

= 
I 

L (iEAhZ+~EI%2 -g,ii: + 
0 

+T,,(l+4., -COS o(i i-h)) 

+T,,(u~,~+sin~(l+h))+M(8,,-~)}dx, 

-[T,,(u:-E:)+T,,(u:--~~~)+M(~--B)]~(o~) 

-[T,,u;+T,~u;+R,, sine+R,,(cose-l)]~~or). 

(29) 

It is of interest to note that the Jaumann stress-couple 
W does not appear in eqn (29), due, primarily, to the 
nature af the present deformation assumptions. The 
Euler-Lagrange equations and natural boundary- 
conditions from the stationarity of the functional in eqn 
(29) can be seen to be: 

EAh=TI, cos e-q, sin ed,, (3Oa) 
EIx = M (30b) 

1+u:,,=(l+h)cose (3Oc) 
&=- l+h)sme f (3Od) 

e,,=x (3oe) 
M,,-(l+hXT,, sin0+T,,cos@ 

=M,,-(l+h)(R,,)=O (300 

T,,.,+g,=O m%) 

T,2,1+92=0 (3Oh) 
*_-*. u1-u1,u2 *=ii;;tI=‘Batx,=OorL (3Oi) 

T,,=T,,; T,2= Tr2; M=Mill cOse-hzi,, sin 8 
atx,=OorL. (3OJ) 

Again, it is seen that R, 1 and RI2 defined in eqns 
(30a) and (3Of) respectively, can be identified as the 
Jaumann stress-resultants, 

RI,= 
s 

rIIdx2; RI,= 
s 

“,zdx,. (31) 
x* x2 

Equations (3Oa, b) are constitutive relations, (G-Z) 
are compatibility conditions, (F/t) are equilibrium 
equations, and (i,j) are boundary conditions, in terns 
of the presently defined beam variables. 

By satisfying, a priori, eqns (3Oa, b) one may eliminate 
h and x as variables from eqn (29); and satisfying, a 
priori, eqns (3Og, h) one may eliminate u.’ as variables 
within the integral in eqn (29). Thus one derives a 
modified complementary energy functional, as: 

L = 11 0 
-~(T,,c0s8-T,2sin8)2-1,M2 

,_ 2EI 

i T,,(l -COS e)+ T,, sin e-M,,e dx, 

+[T,,iir+T,,ii:+~]~(or) 

+(it4e-R,, sin 8-R12(cose-l))]tior). (32) 

It is noted that in the above complementary energy 
functional, only the variables 8, Tr r, T,, and M occur 
in the interior of the beam, while ti: and liz occur only 
at the boundatks of the beam. Thus the point-variables 
ir: and tiz may be viewed as point-Lagrange-multi- 
pliers to enforce the traction boundary conditions, 
T,,=Tr,, and T12=T,2, respectivelyVat x,=0 or L. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations and natural bound- 
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ary conditions corresponding to 6x,=0, with xc as in 
eqn (32), can easily be seen to be: (i) the compatibility 
conditions, eqn (3Oc-e): (ii) the moment balance condi- 
tion, eqn (30& (iii) the displacement boundary condi- 
tions, eqn (3Oi); and (iv) the traction and moment 
boundary conditions, eqn (30j). 

We now consider formulations for a piecewise linear 
incremental solution procedure. ‘Thus, let CN denote a 
known ddormed configuration of the beam, and 
CN+r be a further deformed state of the beam which is 
to be solved for. We assume that CN+’ is suthciently 
close to CN, such that CN”=CN+AC where AC 
represents a “small” change in the variables, 8, TI 1, TI 2 
and M. 

keep the solution path from straying from the true 
path, as discussed in detail in Atluri and Murakawa 

PI. 
The incremental functional A2fI, is obtained.to be: 

A2TI&Ati:, Ati;, A& AT,,, AT,,, AM) 
L = 11 - & WI, cos@-AT,, sin @-Ry2Af?)2 
0 

+&(R:IAB)2+&R~I(ATll sin@ 
. 
1 

We will use a total Lagrangean (TL) formulation, the 
details for which are elaborated in Atluri and Mura- 
kawa [ 11, in the following. Using this (TL) formulation, 
wecan write: 

+AT,, COS eNwe- @M)’ 

+(AT,, sin P+AT12 cos @“)A8+~R~l(A6)2 

TI&ZN+‘)=l’I,[(ri~)N+1,(tif)N+1,6N+1, T’Iy:l, T;;‘, 

MN+‘] 

= IIc[(iifN + At?:), @TN + Aq), (P + A@, 

(T;, +AT,,), (T:,+AT,,), (MN+hM)] 

=TIc(CN)+A’IXJCN, AC)+AZII,[CN, (AC)2]. 

(33) 

-(AM),,Ae dx, 
I 

+ jAT,,AC: +AT,,Aii;+AMA7$j(or) 

+I(AT,,- A~&ti~+(AT12-A~~,)Atif+ < 

+ <AMA#-(Am,, co~e~-Ah?~~ sin ON)AB 

+(R,, sin eN) 

+ (53 12 cos eNXAe)2i21ti0r) 

where 

(39) 

Further, in the present complementary energy 
formulation, the incremental constitutive rdations 
~(3&,b),andthe~linearmemamum 
balance conditions, eqns (3Og, h) are assumed to be 
satisfied 0 priori, i.e. 

EAAhdR,, =(AT,, cos (I-AT,, sin 0) 

-(T,, sin e+q2c0~ejfie WI 

ElAx=AM (35) 

AT,l,r+Agl=O (36) 

and AT,,,, +Ag2=0. (37) 

Ry2=(T;, sin p+ Ty2 cos p); 

RY, r(Ty, CB~~-T:~S~I#) w 

Reo&z&gthatAT,,aadAT,,areaubjacttothe 
constraints, eqns (36) and (37), a priori, it can be shown 
that the condition of stationarity of the functional in 
eqn (39) leads to the following Euler equations and 
n.b.c. : 

MI 

(41) 

Expanding &.(C~‘!), we find, through some straight- A,,* 
forward algebra, that : 2.1 = - &sinBN(ATI, cos @-AT,, sin g-RT,AfJ) 

- +-- (c, cm P- Ty2 sin 0”) 40s eNAe ( > i + $$ (42) 

x$AT,, cos ex-AT12 sin eN-(7yl sin eN 
+T;, ~0Se')L\e) 

RN 
O= -@Mi,,+EA s(AT,, cosBN-AT12 sin fIN) 

- A MNAM+AT,,(l -ms eN)+ Ty, sin @AfI 

+AT,, sin ON+ c2 cos 6NA8-MfilAB-AM,ltIN 
1 

+$$AT,, sinB”+AT,, coseN) 

+(AT,, sin @+AT12 cosBN) (43) 

xdx,+[ATllii~N+AT,2g~N+A~]~or) ’ 

+[AT,,li:N+AT~2~tN+(T~1-~ll~ljl: 

+(T12-~12)A~~+(AMO”+(M-(~ll cosON 

-M,, sin P))Ae]%or). (38) 

g=(Ae),, w 

Au~=Aii~atx,=OorL (45) 

ATll=AT,,,;AT,,=AT12;atx,=00rL (46) 

In view of the fact that the a priori conditions eqns 
(3Oa, b, g and h) hold at CN, and the incremental vari- 
ables AT,, and AT,, are required to satisfy eqns (36) 
and (37) it is seen that AllI, must be identically zero if 
the solution obtained, from the present comple- 
mentary energy approach, at CN satisfies the conditions, 
eqns (3Oc-f, i-k) exactly. However due to the inherent 
errors of the present piecewise linear procedure, this 
may not be so, i.e. A’TI,#O. Thus, the term AllI, is 
retained to devise an iterative corrective procedure to 

AM=(ffi,, cos BN-Am12 sin tIN) 

-(ST, sin eN+iq2C0SeN~eatx, =0 0rL. (47) 

We now consider a finite element implementation of 
the complementary energy method represented by the 
stationarity of the functional in eqn (39). We segment 
thebeamintoMelementsi=O,1...M,eachwithend 
points denoted by x1 =xltij and x1(,+ Ip with x1,0)=0 
and xlo,+ 1I== L. To satisfy eqns (36) and (37), a priori, 
we assume within each element; 



AT,,= - 
s 

Ag, +Aa;(i=O, +. A41 (48) 
xt 

AT;,= - s Ag, f Aa;(i = 0, . . , Ml 1491 
Xl 

wherein &ha; and Au; are undetermined parameters 
which are taken, for simplicity, to be independent for 
each element, i=O. . M. In view of this, the traction 
reciprocity conditions, at the node xI = xi(t) at which 
the ii- ifth and ith elements are cormected, viz. 
fAT,,)‘=(AT,,)- and (AT,,)+ =(AT,,f- (where f 
and - denote, respectiveiy, the left and right hand 
sides of Xl(i) in the limit that x,,,, IS approached), 
are enforced through a La~ange-rnu~t~~~ier technique 
as described in Atluri and Murakaw~ [I]. 

Further, within each element, the moment AM is 
assumed as: 

<= -YI -XI(I) 
(5%) 

~~ll,+l)-~‘clw 

whereAi&,,andAM,,,,, are, respectively, the moments 
at xttn and +l+il Thus, eqn (SO) inhere&y satisfies 
the moment reciprocity condition. Finally, we assume 
the rigid rotation within each element to be a constant, 
i.e. 

A@=A@; Xl(i) XI X,<i+&+=O, * * + M) (51) 

when the ~te~~~ent baron-r~pr~ity conditions, 
viz (AT, J” =(A?& 1)- and (AT,,)* =(AT&- at 
X, =x1,,, are introduced as subsidiary conditions 
through Lagrange-muitipliers (tiL\riI)’ at ~r,~), the 
functional for the finite element system, which is a 
modification to eqn $39) as described m Athtri and 
Mn~kawa [I]? can be written as: 

A21-fIc= ;e (A2i-Ic)’ (52) 

where (AZ&~ is defined simply by chaing the limits of 
integrals occnrrmg in eqn (39) as follows: 

i 

L Xi(r+l) 
(idx, CW 

0 
( 1 d$ -@range to)- 

I 
xLLI) 

[ ~~or~~~c~ge to)-+ ]::I:: Itor. f54a) 

When the assumptions in eqn (48)-$?Q) and (57) are 
introduced, the functional in eqn (52) can be written as 

A21-i,[(Aii,y)S, Aa& AM’, A/?] 

In the above, the notations, [&I]= [Aa& Au;], 
A&+ J, and [A:ba*‘]= fhti:,, 

Aii&+r,] are used. Since ha’ and A@ 
for each ehnnent, they may be dimin- 

ated as variables at the element level, from the condi- 

tions of s~tio~rity of the functtonai in eqn (55) w.r.t. 
Au’ and A@. When this is done, it is seen that the func 
tional ATI, can be written as: 

By carrying out the dement assembly. eqn (56) can 
be reduced to: 

where [A&f) represents a column vector of moments at 
ah nodes, and {AzJ*~ represents a column vector of 
disp~a~ments (in x1 and x2 directions) at ah nodes. 
Finally, setting A211,=0 w.r.t. A?rM and Au*, we obtain 
the algebraic equation: 

Thus, in the present method. the hnai algebratc 
equations can be solved for both the trod& moment 
resultants as well as the nodal disphmements. For 
this reason, in accordance with the definitions given in 
Atlnri EL?] and Atluri and Murakawa fl], the present 
method can be classified as a mixed method. More- 
over, since the reciprocity conditions for T, 1 and 7; Z 
at the nodes are satisfied through Lagrange-multiplier 
technique, the present method is aiso a hybrid method 
[I]. Thus, the present method is a ~‘rn~~-hyb~~ 
method [If. 

In the following we present three iflustrative ex- 
amples. 

Examples 

(i) P~s~-b~ki~ of a column. The detaifs of the 
problem are given in Fig 2, which shows a cantilever 
beam subject to a compressive axial force P at the free 
end. Post buying behavior was initiated by a small 
axial force q= HI- 5 P, as shown in Fig. 2. The finite 
element solution is obtained by using 4 elements, each 
with (i) a constant rotation. (ii) linear displacement 

Fig, 1 Undeformed and deformed configuranons of a 
beam. 
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h-01 m 
b - 1.0 m 
E = 1.2~10~ kN/m’ 

Fig. 2. Post-buckhng deformation patterns of a beam 
col~rmn. 

oou 1 s 1 I 
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Lateral dlsplacemerit 

Frg. 3 Lateral displacement at the free end vs axial load in a 
centilever beam-colunin. 

field of UT. us, and (iii) a linear moment field. The 
deformed shapes of the column for axial load of aP,, 
for various values of a, are shown in Fig. 2. 

The transverse displacement of the free end of the 
centilever beam-column is shown in Fig. 3 as a function 
of tha axial load aP,. lt has been verified that the solid 
line shown in Fig. 3 matches exactly the analytical 
solution given by Timoshenko and Gere [13]. It is 
noted that a finite element solution for this problem 
was also presented by Horrigome [14]. In 1143 the 
beam-column was modeled as a 2-dimensional plate- 
strip. The solution [14], which is based on an incre- 
mental potential energy formulation, was obtained by 
using 14 triangular elements and was also noted [14] 
to correlate well with that of [13]. 

(ii) Efusticu: The problem, depicted in Fig. 4, is 
that of a simply supported beam with an axially 
movable hinge, and subject to concentrated moments 
at the ends. The problem was analyzed by using 4 
elements each with the previously mentioned field 
assumptions The deformed shapes of the beam for 
various values of applied M are shown in Fig. 4. The 

EA-to00 
El -LO 
q-4 

Fig. 4. Deformation patterns of a simply supported beam 
with a movable hinge, and subject to pttre bending. 

- EXACl SOLUTION 

0 NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

MOMENT I M I 

Q 

Fig. 5. Axial shortening vs apphed moment of a 
supported beam subject to pure bending. 

sim& 

variation of “a” (the projection of the deformed axis of 
the heam on the axis of the undeformed beam as in 
Fig. 4) with M is shown in Fig. 5. This variation is seen 
to correlate excellently with the analytical solution tl.31. 

(iii) Transverseiy loaded simply-supported beam : The 
problem, depicted in Fig. 6, is that of a transversely 
loaded simply-supported beam with axially-imovable 
hinges. The predominant nonlineality in the problem 
is due to the mid-plane stretching of the beam. The 
problem was analysad by using 4 elements in a half of 
the beam. The analytical solution for a rectangular 
plate-strip was given by Tioshenko and Woinowsky- 
Krieger /lS]. The solution in [15] would thus have a 
P&son-ratio effect, whereas the present beam solution 
does not have a similar effect. The solution of [ 15] was 
numerically evaluated in [14] for v=O.3 and is repro- 
duced here. It is seen from Fig. 6 that there is an 
excellent correlation between the present results and 
those of [ls]. It is noted that numerical solution for the 
problem of a simply supported rectangular plate-strip, 
based on an incremental potential energy foMlnlation, 
and using 15 elements (10 triangular and 5 rectangular) 
in a halfofthe plate, was also given in Horrigmoe 1143. 

The comparison of the present results with those of 
Horrigmore [14] for identical problems appears to 
indicate the relative merits of the presently proposed 
complementary energy method, in terms of accuracy as 
well as computational economy. 

CLOSURE 
A new complementary energy method for the stress 

and stability analyses of structures, which undergo 
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